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Executive Summary
Email – the (Not-So) New Kid on the Information Governance Block –
Is Growing and Can No Longer Be Ignored
“Email is likely to
represent over 80%
of all records eligible
for RIM compliance
management.”
Bruce Miller, Principal, RIMtech

Everybody has their ‘favorite’ information governance horror
story – from the 2015 Scottrade email fiasco, where the
company was fined $2.6 million because it couldn’t produce
important emails for an audit, to the $3.75 million suit against
Barclays in 2013 over its alleged decade-long failure to properly
keep electronic records, emails and instant messages. But are
these just fleeting anecdotes, or is the problem more endemic
than we think? We decided to find out…

So we connected with information governance professionals to hear their stories; and what we found was
a fount of untold accounts of catastrophic consequences of what happens when emails are not properly
treated – from a start-up manufacturing company losing a lawsuit for $2.6 million when they couldn’t
procure an email validating their defense and subsequently going bankrupt, to a medium-sized consulting
company obliterating over 50 percent of its revenue when it lost its largest service contract for not being
able to produce emails of record on demand.
Given the legal, compliance and business ramifications of mismanaging business emails, harmon.ie then
decided to field an original research study, in 2016, to assess the current state of managing email for
information governance purposes, and to uncover the obstacles and risks information governance
professionals and their organizations face when it comes to maintaining and managing emails and
documents as business records. We heard from more than 100 information governance leaders across
industries. Close to 40 percent were C-level leaders, including CEOs, CIO and Compliance Officers, and 65
percent came from companies of 500 employees or more, with over 70 percent
. representing companies with more than $5 million in revenue
What we learned may surprise you, so read on…
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Key Findings:
When the "Last Mile" of Information Governance Goes Horribly Wrong
Information governance leaders recognize email as an important source of business records, but don’t feel
adequately equipped to address it as such:
z

Email now acts as one of the largest sources of business records, with most respondents indicating that
five to 50 percent of all their organizations’ emails meet the criteria of business records.

z

Despite recognition of email as a source of critical business records, 77 percent of information
governance professionals share that their organization has challenges with email compliance,
making email the biggest compliance roadblock organizations face today – ahead of other electronic
documents.

z

Almost two-thirds (63 percent) of organizations indicate they have difficulty with the classification,
storage and retrieval of important emails for compliance purposes.

z

Almost half (47 percent) cite finding emails as the biggest challenge associated with procuring emails as
evidence when required to do so.

The challenges of managing emails as records has led to business, legal and compliance risks and millions
of dollars in real and potential exposure:
z

Close to a quarter (23 percent) of information governance professionals shared that their organization has
indeed suffered negative consequences from litigation, regulatory sanction or threat of litigation related to an
inability to produce emails as records.

z

The inability of organizations to manage emails as business records poses serious potential legal, compliance,
financial and business-related risks:
z

Close to one-third of information governance professionals share that the potential financial exposure of
not being able to procure emails could be over $5 million, while more than half indicate that the financial
impact of not being able to produce emails when obligated to do so would be at least $1 million.

z

Aside from the financial risk, information governance professionals point to increased litigation risk, loss
of business and bad publicity as likely consequences associated with emails or documents not being
available when needed.

Information governance professionals need new, business-friendly solutions for managing emails and
documents as business records:
z

The majority (79 percent) see the “Last Mile” of compliance and information governance – which refers to
the process of capturing, classifying and storing important documents and emails – as either important or
very important.

z

Over three-quarters (76 percent) indicate that a single view and repository of email and business
documents would benefit the business.
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Detailed Findings:
Section One: Email Should Be a Standard Record and
Information Management (RIM) Compliance Requirement
Email Is Increasingly an Important Document of Record
Documents of record can take a variety of forms – from paper and electronic documents to emails. Despite
workers’ grievances with email, it remains the killer business app for communication, and as such, business
professionals use it more than any other office application daily. The average business user receives 88
emails per day, based on Radicati's 2015 email statistics report, with that number expected to increase to
96 emails per day by 2019. According to most definitions of a business record, any recorded information
(including emails) would be considered a record if it was created, received and maintained as evidence
and information by an organization or person, in pursuance of legal obligations or in the transaction of
business.
Sampling to date has shown that for every 100 inbound emails, about five percent would typically meet
the criteria of a record, and therefore should be managed as a record. Based on the collective feedback
from information governance professionals in the 2016 survey we conducted, it turns out that this may be
a very conservative estimate. The number of emails that need to be managed varies by industry and type
of business; however, most organizations today need to manage anywhere between five and 50 percent of
their emails as business records.

What percentage of email do you believe meet the criteria of business record
and therefore need to be managed as records?

37%
22%
16%

16%
9%

Less than 5%

5%-25%

25%-50%

50%-75%

75%-100%
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The sheer volume of emails exchanged on a daily basis means that, even if just 10 percent of emails need to be
treated as business records, the overall number is still staggering. For an organization of 1,000 people sending
and receiving Radicati’s reported average of 88 emails per person per day, that organization would need to
account for 3.2 million emails of record each year.
With potentially millions of emails meeting business record criteria, companies have a legal obligation to
classify, store and retrieve these records on demand – this is especially true for highly-regulated industries
like healthcare and financial services. However, close to two-thirds, or 63 percent, of information governance
professionals share that their organizations face challenges with classifying, storing and retrieving important
emails.

Do you have a problem classifying, storing and retrieving important emails?

63%
37%
YES
NO

Emails Represent the Biggest Modern Compliance Roadblock
Despite emails representing an ever-growing number of new business records daily, companies are reporting
major difficulties managing these emails from a compliance standpoint. When asked how compliant their
organization is for the major groups of documents – email, electronic and paper documents – information
governance professionals point to email as the chief offender, with 32 percent identifying email as “not
compliant," compared to the reported 17 percent non-compliance of paper records.

Level of non-compliance with recordkeeping obligations

32%
EMAIL

17%
PAPER
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Another 45 percent say that their email management is “somewhat compliant,” which means that 77
percent of emails may end up posing legal, financial and reputation threats to businesses.

How compliant with recordkeeping obligations is email for your organization?

45%
32%
23%

Not Compliant

Compliant

Somewhat Compliant

Inadequate RIM Solutions: Biggest Challenges in Managing Email
as a Record
Information governance professionals are quick to identify the biggest obstacles to maintaining email
compliance – close to half, or 47 percent, point to their organization’s inability to find emails when they
need to, 21 percent point to difficulty getting emails and documents easily into their system of record,
followed by challenges with defining content groups, defining a taxonomy and classifying emails before
they are stored for compliance.

What is your biggest challenge with producing emails when obligated to do so?

47%
32%
21%

Finding the email
or document

Getting an
email/document
into the system

16%

Deﬁning the
overall group of
content you need
to capture

11%
Deﬁning a
taxonomy

3%

2%

Classifying the email
before putting it into
your information
management system

Other
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For RIM compliance, emails need to meet the following four minimum requirements for recordkeeping
control:
z

Qualification – The proportion of all inbound and outbound emails that meet the criteria of a business
record must be identified separately from those emails that do not have business/records value.

z

Declaration – Emails that meet the criteria of a record must be declared and managed as a record,
which means:

z

z

They need to be classified against the retention schedule, and;

z

They need to be locked down to prevent editing or deletion by users (made immutable).

Classification – The percentage of all classified emails must exceed a minimum threshold required for
legal defensibility. The classification accuracy rate of all records must be consistently maintained above
this threshold.

z

Reduction – Unnecessary (redundant, duplicate, outdated, transient) email must be deleted.

Based on these requirements, which are further explained in the analyst report, "The Role of Email in
RIM Compliance," by Bruce Miller, what is becoming increasingly clear is that for organizations to find
and procure emails as records, they need to have the right RIM solution in place. Such a solution would
need to address the initial indexing and classification of emails, as well as their automatic storage in
organizations’ information systems to enable the later retrieval of such emails when they are needed.
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Section Two: When Email Governance Goes Wrong
Information governance professionals may be thinking: “Just one company fined every couple years?
I have bigger fish to fry than email.” However, the data shows that the risks are much bigger and farreaching than that. The challenge of managing emails as records has led to business, legal and compliance
risks and millions of dollars in real and potential exposure. These stories are rarely told in public – and
understandably so. To bring light to these growing risks, our research found the following:

Inability to Produce Emails as Records Leads to Real and Potential
Litigation, Regulation and Reputation Sanctions
Close to a quarter (23 percent) of information governance professionals share that their organization has
indeed suffered negative consequences from litigation, regulatory sanction or threat of litigation related
to an inability to produce emails as records, which brings emails to about the same level of importance as
traditional business documents.

My organization has suﬀered negative consequences from litigation,
regulatory sanction or threat of litigation related to our ability to produce...

23%
EMAIL

28%

DOCUMENT
(paper or digital)

Even more sobering, close to one-third (28 percent) of information governance professionals share that
their organization’s potential financial exposure of not being able to produce emails could be over $5
million, while more than half (51 percent) believe that their organization’s risk of exposure would be at least
$1 million.
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What is the ﬁnancial exposure of your company if it were unable to
supply emails as documents?

49%
23%

Less than $1M

$1-$5M

28%

More than $5m

Aside from financial risks, information governance professionals point to increased litigation risk, loss
of business and bad publicity as likely consequences associated with emails or documents not being
available when needed.

What is the worst thing that will happen if your company fails to comply?

38%

30%
18%

Being ﬁned

Being sued

Bad publicity

14%
Loss of business

If it is not evident by now, let us restate the importance of why organizations – large and small –
need to start treating email as a critical business record. RIM compliance is the core foundation of
every information governance program – without email compliance as part of your RIM, your entire
information governance practice is at risk, and so is your business. It takes just one instance of email not
being found to lead to the dire consequences outlined in this report.
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We asked information governance professionals to share their horror stories of when inability to
produce emails resulted in business consequences. We promised to keep their insights confidential
– our goal was to bring the real issues to the surface and demonstrate why email can no longer be
ignored, and should indeed be part of every RIM compliance program. Here’s what we learned can
happen to companies that don’t properly manage business emails:
z

$2.6 million in fines leading to bankruptcy: A start-up manufacturing company in California was
sued over a proprietary production process by a competitor and lost the case, resulting in a $2.6
million fine. Internal emails between the competitor, who previously was a consultant, and the CEO –
emails that proved the competitor had agreed that the start-up could continue using the consultant’s
methods – could not be located. The company did not have enough reserve capital or insurance to
cover the judgment, filed bankruptcy and closed its doors. Many investors lost over $500,000 each
as the stock they purchased became worthless. The failure to adequately protect and store emails
caused this unfortunate circumstance.

z

Losing 50 percent of the business: A medium-sized legal consulting company couldn't produce
emails related to working with one of the largest law firms in the world. The large firm represented
the consulting firm’s biggest services contract, and as a result of not being able to produce critical
emails, the company lost the litigation, lost the customer and lost more than 50 percent of the
company.

z

Summary judgment: A large North Texas School district suffered a summary judgment in response
to an employee lawsuit because of the district’s lack of email management.
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Section Three: The "Last Mile" in RIM
Information Governance Professionals Need New, Business-Friendly
Solutions for Managing Email and Documents as Business Records
The majority of respondents (79 percent) see the “Last Mile” of compliance and information
governance – which refers to the process of capturing, classifying and storing important documents
and emails – as either important or very important.

How important is the "Last Mile" for compliance and information governance?
The "Last Mile" refers to the process of capturing, classifying and storing important documents and emails.

49%

Very important/
important

16%

Somewhat
important

5%

Not important

Over three-quarters (76 percent) indicate that a single view and repository of email and business
documents would benefit the business.

Would diﬀerent lines of business within your organization beneﬁt from being able to
associate email with critical business information in a single “view,” or even something
as simple as ﬁnding all relevant emails and documents in a single search?

79%

YES
NO

24%

These findings point to the acute need for email and document governance solutions that make it
easy for business professionals to treat email as a document and facilitate the “Last Mile” – solutions
that make the right thing to do, the easy thing to do. Such solutions would not only solve the
compliance risks for businesses they would protect organizations from financial and reputation-based
risks, all while making the work of business professionals on the front lines much easier to do.
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Conclusion
Email Compliance Best Practices:
Making the Right Thing to Do, the Easy Thing to Do
It is clear that emails, while long-accepted as the most popular and pervasive mechanism for business
communications, have also become a major form of records, yet remain largely ignored and therefore
not treated as such. It takes just one instance when emails are not available to have major and lasting
consequences for organizations – consequences that go well beyond the financial risk associated with
the inability to produce records. Additional risks include making a company vulnerable to litigation
such as legal action and e-Discovery costs; compliance risks associated with the inability to maintain
compliance with various legislative and regulatory statutes regarding recordkeeping; and reputational
risk.
The latter is probably the hardest to quantify, but, as we saw from the horror stories shared in
this report, it can lead to loss and even the ultimate failure of a business. If you still doubt the
consequences of poor email management, consider this: according to former Federal Enforcement
Attorney Braden Perry, a client lost a $10+ million deal due to the company’s inability to produce
emails for the acquiring firm in a timely fashion:

Following changes in regulations due to Dodd-Frank, I was hired by a company
to evaluate certain regulatory risk criteria because a larger firm was looking at
acquisitions. The larger firm requested certain basic information. When I began the
due diligence, I realized nothing, not even general emails and other information not
necessary to maintain, had been eliminated pursuant to a formal written retention/
destruction policy. Slogging through unnecessary paperwork and unorganized files
without being able to quickly find critical basic information caused the larger firm to
pass on the acquisition."
Braden Perry, former federal enforcement attorney
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Information governance leaders can no longer ignore email. Email compliance applies to every
organization – regardless of size, number of employees or type of industry. Thanks to new advances in
modern RIM technologies, information governance professionals now have solutions that make the right
thing to do, the easy thing to do. These solutions:

Capture and classify email messages and documents from email directly into the
information system of record automatically.

Index email and documents accurately and completely, collecting metadata
seamlessly and making it effortless to comply with email retention policies.

Find and retrieve email messages, documents and records for discovery, audits and
compliance requirements.

Enable colleagues to collaborate using email messages and documents, which
eliminates document chaos by having one copy of the truth, while maintaining
accurate version history of emails and documents.
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Appendix
Survey Demographics
harmon.ie conducted a joint information governance survey exploring the state of email and
document compliance practices; critical compliance obstacles; the range of business, legal and
financial risks; and key requirements for new solutions that are needed to address the "Last Mile" of
Information Governance – the process of capturing, classifying and storing important documents and
emails. The survey was conducted in 2016, and included responses from more than 100 information
governance leaders across industries, company sizes and annual revenue.

Title

39%

31%
13%

CXO (CEO, CIO,
CFO, COO, CTO,
CMO, Compliance
Oﬃcer

Compliant
Consultant

Compliance
Analyst

10%
Record
Manager

5%
Compliance
Director

2%
Other

Industry

18% Technology

4% Insurance

15% Other

4% Professional Services

14% Government

4% Banking

11% Energy

4% Non-proﬁt

8% Manufacturing

3% Financial

6% Healthcare

3% Trasportation

4% Education

2% Consumer
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Company Size

6% 50-100

21% 100-200

8% less than 50

65% more than 500

Company Revenue

71%

More than $5M

$1M-$5M

15%

Less than $5m

14%
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Survey Collaborators
About harmon.ie
harmon.ie provides a suite of user experience products that empower today’s distributed workforce
to get work done on their own terms. We put people first, insulating them from technology complexity,
enabling information workers to complete many workplace tasks directly from the friendly confines
of their email client. For Microsoft customers, harmon.ie increases the adoption and return on
investments for SharePoint by bringing it directly into Outlook. Thousands of enterprise customers
count on harmon.ie to provide seamless information governance, collaboration, knowledge retention
and email and records management using SharePoint, Office 365 and other collaboration tools.
harmon.ie is a Microsoft Partner of the Year Finalist and an IBM global partner.
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Solve the “Last Mile” of Information
Governance With harmon.ie
To solve the email and document-related challenges uncovered in this report, harmon.ie are excited
to unveil a new information governance/compliance tool designed to help organizations using
. Microsoft SharePoint succeed with the “Last Mile” of information governance
With the new solution, information governance professionals can make the right thing the easy
thing to do by allowing users to capture email messages and documents from Outlook directly
into SharePoint; classify email and documents in SharePoint with automatic prompts for required
metadata; and more. The solution facilitates maintaining recordkeeping compliance with requirements
like DOD 5015.2-STD, as well as general governance directives.
harmon.ieempowers customers to eliminate document chaos by having one copy of the truth,
maintain accurate version history of emails and documents, prevent data leakage by sharing secured
links instead of attachments and reduce litigation risks by being able to discover emails and
. documents quickly

, For more information on the new solution
contact us at: www.harmon.ie/contact-us
or visit: www.harmon.ie/solutions
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